Plasmonic Gold Nanohole Array for Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering Detection of DNA Methylation.
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), which utilizes nanogaps between noble-metal nanostructures as hot spots to yield ultrasensitive SERS signals, is an outstanding label-free and straightforward tool for DNA methylation analysis. Herein, a plasmonic gold nanohole array (PGNA) with well-controlled hot spots and an open surface was designed as a SERS substrate for DNA methylation detection. A finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation was first employed to investigate the electric field distributions of the PGNA as a function of the geometric parameters. The plasmonic response was tuned to 785 cm-1 to match the ring breathing vibrational band of cytosine, the intensity change of which was revealed to be a marker of DNA methylation. Then, guided by the FDTD simulation results, the PGNA was fabricated via the electron beam lithography (EBL) technique. The fabricated PGNA had an open and easily accessible surface topology, a SERS enhancement factor of ∼106, and a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 7.1% for 500 repetitions over an area of 20 × 20 μm2 using 1 μM Rhodamine 6G as the Raman reporter. The fabricated PGNA was further used as a platform for determining DNA methylation. The proposed method exhibited a sensitivity for detecting 1% of methylation changes. Moreover, insight into the dynamic information on methylation events was obtained by combining principal component analysis (PCA) with 2D correlation spectroscopy analysis. Finally, clear discrimination of the different methylation sites, such as 5-methylcytosine and N6-methyladenine, was demonstrated.